Scope of work/Services

The Parish requires a Contractor to provide all labor, materials and equipment necessary to remove the previously installed fence posts and install a new municipal grade, powder coated aluminum fence along the concrete walking path on the south side of Highway 22, between Marina Blvd. and Penns Chapel Rd.

A Quote Guarantee is required for this project.

An on-site pre-quote meeting will be held on Friday, February 24, 2017 at 10:00 AM.

The time period for completion of the project is forty-five (45) calendar days + Calculated Rain Days per attached specifications.

Any work that may be reasonably inferred from the specifications or drawings as being required to produce the intended result shall be supplied whether or not it is specifically called for. Work, materials or equipment described herein which so applied to this project are covered by a well-known technical meaning or specification shall be deemed to be governed by such recognized standards unless specifically excluded.